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Abstraet We report the electrical resistivity and thermoelectric power of polycrystalline Pb- 
doped Bi 3 : 2 2 3  superconductors. In particular the mixed-state propenies are investigated by 
measuring the IongiNdinal and transverse (Nemst) thermoelectric power. For the first time we 
show the presence of hysteresis in a high magnetic field for the Nemst effect We discuss the 
variation vAth magnetic field in the pmpeaies with respect to the zero-field case and show the 
power-law behaviour with exponents depending on the transport quantity. We extract ‘derived 
properties’ such as the effective mass, the transport entropy, the Ginzburg-Landau pammeter, 
the thermal Hall angle and the activation energy and compare them with previous dam on related 
systems. 

1. Introduction 

Pb-doped BizSrzCazCu3Olo (Bi 2:22:3) superconducting ceramics are of great interest 
because of their relatively high critical temperature T, and their current-carrying capacity. 
Their intrinsic properties are not so well known because of the usual intergrowth of various 
phases. We shall show here that we have been able to obtain a pure 2 2 : 2 3  phase as a 
ceramic and by careful measurement of transport properties been able to obtain quantitative 
information on intrinsic parameters. It is more fashionable and indeed better to work 
on a single crystal to obtain such parameters, but the world of materials mainly contains 
polycrystalline samples, and it is not trivial to derive precisely the following properties. 

In fact we have been interested in the transport properties, both electrical but more 
importantly thermoelectrical properties which are experimentally challenging to determine. 
For example, the thermoelectric power (TEP) has already been considered by various workers 
on these specific systems [I-141. The effect of an applied magnetic field is not so 
common. In fact, it has been almost impossible previously to measure the Nemst effect in 
polycrystalline samples, owing to experimental conditions and to intrinsic ‘noise’ caused by 
the interplay of various phases. In this paper we shall emphasize the TEP and Nemst effect 
for fields up to 4 T. 

For completeness, we also measure the electrical resistivity in the presence of a field. 
This allows us to evaluate the intergrain and intragrain contributions. However, in the 
polycrystalline superconductors the origin of the measured electrical resistivity and TEP 
cannot be unambiguously ascribed to the vortex state of the sample. In fact the Josephson 
coupling effects at the grain boundaries offer an alternative explanation. 

An interesting feature is the anomalous effects, such as hysteresis in the high-temperature 
superconductors (HTSCS). For a textured Pb-free 2:2:1:2 sample some recent work has 
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thoroughly discussed the origin of TEP hysteresis for small magnetic fields [15]. Therefore, 
it is of interest to investigate for a polycrystalline Pb-doped Bi 2 2 2 3  in the magnetic 
high-field conditions whether similar information could be gathered. 

Therefore, in section 2 we briefly explain how the samples were produced and 
characterized. In section 3 we mention the experimental conditions used to measure the 
electrical resistivity and TEP. In section 4, we present the experimental data. The mixed- 
state properties are particularly emphasized. We have measured the longitudinal and the 
transverse (Nernst) TEP. We show the presence of hysteresis in a high magnetic field for 
the latter property. In section 5 we discuss the ‘excess behaviour’ with respect to the 
field-free case of all the properties. We show that the temperature-integrated area under 
the curves exhibits a power-law behaviour in terms of the magnetic field. Here we show a 
general formula, with specific (but not theoretically explained) exponents. In section 6 we 
extract ‘derived properties’ such as the transport entropy, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter, 
the thermal Hall angle and the activation energy and compare them with previous data on 
related systems. Section 2 serves as a brief conclusion. 

2. Samples 

The ceramic samples of the Bil.,Pb~,3SrzCa*Cu3010 system were prepared from 
stoichiometric amounts of high-purity Biz03, PbO, SrCOs. CaC03 and CuO powers. The 
solid state reaction of the mixed and pressed powders was performed at 860°C in air for 
150 h applying intermediate grindings. 

Composition analysis and x-ray diffraction patterns proved that the samples contained the 
Bi 2 2 2 3  phase with negligible traces of other phases. The scanning electron micrograph in 
figure I ,  reveals good homogeneity of the samples containing irregularly shaped elongated 
grains with the longest dimensions up to 10 pm. 

3. Measurements 

The samples used for the Seebeck (TEP) and Nernst effect measurements had the approximate 
dimensions 5 mm x 3 mm x 3 nun. One end of the sample was kept in thermal contact 
with the heat sink inside a closed-cycle refrigerator. A constant temperature gradient of 
8-15 K cm-’ was created by a small heater thermally connected at the opposite end. 
The heater was fed with DC developing a power of 5-50 mW. The temperature of the 
sample was measured using two copper-constantan thermocouples placed in good thermal 
contact with the sample. Each sample was positioned symmetrically on the sample holder 
in order to minimize perpendicular temperature gradients. Two pairs of high-purity copper 
leads were connected to the sample either parallel or perpendicular to the temperature 
gradient to measure the Seebeck and Nemst voltages respectively. Both voltages were 
measured by means of the Keithley 705 scanner and Keithley 182 nanovoltmeter with an 
accuracy of 30 nV. The TEP of the copper leads was subtracted from the measured TEP. 
The sample chamber filled with helium exchange gas was inserted in a CTI M22 closed- 
cycle refrigerator. The temperature of the sample chamber was controlled using a CGR 
thermometer, and a Lake Shore DRC-91CA temperature controller. A magnetic field from 
1 to 4 T from a Magnex Scientific superconducting magnet was applied perpendicular to 
the temperature gradient which was always oriented along the longest sample dimension. 

Each set of measurements consisted of two runs. The first mn started when the sample 
was in the normal state at 160 K (at least 50 K above the critical temperature) and finished 
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Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph of a polycrystalline Bi 2 2 2 3  superconductor. 

near either 20 or 30 K. The temperature was decreased in small increments of between 0.25 
and 1 K. The second run consisted of slow stepwise heating of the sample from 30 or 40 K 
to 150 or 200 K. Before recording each measurement a waiting time of 30-100 s was used 
to allow the sample to equilibrate. The temperature was stabilized with an accuracy of about 
50 mK. The elechical resistivity was measured on the same samples using the four-probe 
method from 20 to 300 K. The DC was cycled several times in order to eliminate spurious 
voltages. The experimental procedure was similar to that used in the cooling run for the 
thermoelectric measurements. 

4. Results 

4.1. Electrical resistivity 

The normal-state electrical resistivity of the samples studied is of the order of 5 p a  m. This 
value is comparable with that found in other bismuth-based HTSCs [I61 and is not much 
greater than that of single-crystal Pb-free superconductors. This confirms that the Pb in 
the samples improves the intergrain conductivity [17]. In the normal state, the temperature 
variation in the electrical resistivity is of the metallic type (figure 2) rising proportionally 
with the temperature at the mean rate of 2.1 x lo-* z1 m K-’. 

In the absence of a magnetic field the transition to the superconducting state occurs in 
a relatively narrow temperature interval between 112 and 105 K as shown in figure 2. This 
interval broadens to more than 50 K when measurements are performed in a magnetic field 
of 4 T. Applied magnetic fields lower than 4 T do not affect the normal-state resistivity 
above 130 K. It is interesting to note that, in addition to the abrupt drop in resistivity between 
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Figure 2. Uectrical resistance versus tempemre of 
the polycrystalline Bi 2 2 2 3  superconductor at various 
magnetic field strengths. 

Figure 3. Temperamre derivative dpldT of electrical 
resistivity for the polycrystalline supercanductor Bi 
2 2 2 3  measured at various magnetic field strengths. 
Note the logarithmic vertical scale. 

105 and 110 K, the low-temperature tail is almost negligible for H = 0, but it contributes 
strongly to the transition in a finite magnetic field. This may be seen also in figure 3, 
where the temperature interval of the non-zero dpldT contribution broadens gradually with 
increasing magnetic field strength. 

The lack of any resistivity anomaly in the vicinity of 85 K, where a contribution of the 
Bi 2:21:2 phase should appear, if such a phase is present, confirms that the samples are 
predominantly single phase. 

4.2. Themelectric power 

The temperature dependence of the TEP in zero magnetic field is displayed in figure 4. This 
shows the behaviour characteristic of Bi-based HTSCS [IS]. In the normal state the TEP 
decreases linearly with increasing temperature at a mean rate of 1.7 x lo-* V K-'. The 
maximum value of 'EP is achieved just above Tc and is about 4 pV K-'. This can be 
related to a relatively high oxygen content, which is in agreement with the general trend 
observed in bismuth-based HTSCS. In the normal state above approximately 140 K, the TEP 
is almost independent of the applied magnetic field up to 4 T. Similar results have been 
reported by Galffy and co-workers [Z, 161 for Pb-doped Bi 2 2 2 3  superconductors. 

In zero magnetic field the transition to the superconducting state starts at around 115 K 
and ends in a onestep process in a relatively narrow temperature interval of about 15 K 
(figure 5). This confirms that the samples contain only the Bi 2223 phase without any trace 
of the Bi 2:21:2 phase, which would give a signal at around 80 K [19]. The tail structure 
in the TEP is due to intexgrain effects. The slightly negative TEP values observed at around 
70 K may be caused by local imperfections or oxygen non-stoichiometry. Similar results 
have also been reported for other Pb-doped bismuth-based mscs [lo, 201. Application 
of the magnetic field does not affect the onset temperature, which still remains at 115 K 
but gradually broadens the transition interval (figure 5). For the highest field of 4 T the 
percolation transition occurs at 75 K. 
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Figure 4. TEP versus temperature of the polycryslalline 
Bi 22:23  superconductor at various magnetic field 
strengths. 

Figure 5. TEP versus temperahre around the super- 
canducting transition in the polycrystalline Bi 2 2 2 3  
superconductor at various magnetic field strengths. 

4.3. Nemst effect 

The Nemst voltage was found to be negligibly small (below 0.05 fiV K-') in the normal 
state. Below 120 K the Nernst effect increases initially at low rates but more rapidly as 
the temperature decreases, as displayed in figure 6.  The Nemst voltage passes through a 
maximum and decays gradually, vanishing between 85 and 65 K depending on the field 
strength. The position of the Nernst effect maximum shifts from 108 K for 2 T to 102 K 
for the 4 T field. It is accompanied by a decrease in the maximum height from 0.45 to 
0.12 pV K-I. It is worth noting that the values of the Nernst voltage measured during 
the cooling runs performed from 160 to 20 K are in each case 10-15% lower than those 
recorded during the heating runs (figure 7). 

5. Discussion of transport parameters 

5.1. Resistivify 

The temperature-dependent magnetoresistance as defined by 

AR(T,  If) = R(T,  H )  - R(T,  H = 0) (1) 

is plotted in figure 8. The small non-zero magnetoresistance between 110 and approximately 
135 K indicates fluctuation phenomena above T, [21,22]. The A R  signal rises very abruptly 
in a narrow interval of 3-5 K just below the threshold (around 110 K), then passes through 
a sharp maximum at 106 K for each magnetic field and diminishes monotonically with 
decreasing temperature. The A R  maximum rises with increasing magnetic field strength. 
For a finite magnetic field the width of the temperature interval for the non-zero A R  
increases monotonically with increasing field strength. The magnetoresistivity disappears 
between 80 and 60 K depending on the magnetic field strength (figure 8). 
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FiguR 7. Product of the Nernst coefficient N and 
the magnetic field B a? a function of temperature for 
the polycrystalline Bi 2:2:23 superconductor recorded 
during cooling and heating N ~ S  at various magnetic 
fields. 
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FiguFe 8. Mixed-stare resistivity of polycryswlline Bi 
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Figwe 9. Mixed-stare TEP of polycrystalline Bi 222:3 
superconductor versus temperature at various magnetic 

The asymmetric shape of the AR versus temperature curve suggests different sources 
on the low- and high-temperature sides of the AR maximum. The abrupt high-temperature 
behaviour is a consequence of the intraganular superconducting transition. The low- 
temperature A R  versus T dependence increases with increasing magnetic field and is related 
to intergranular phenomena. This picture conforms to the well known depletion of weak 
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intergranular links by a magnetic field 123,241. 
The influence of the magnetic field on the mixed-state resistivity may be estimated by 

integrating the area below a A R  versus T curve over the temperature interval in which A R  
is non-vanishing (figure 8) [Z]. The integrated area A ( H )  may be fitted to 

The calculated exponent equal to 0.62 is very close to the value of 3 predicted for three- 
dimensional systems 1261. 

5.2. Thermoelectric power 

It is weU known that in the normal state the in-plane TEP of bismuth-based superconductors 
varies proportionally to the temperature, whereas the out-of-plane IEP is almost constant 
or slowly temperature dependent [27,28]. Hence the linear TEP versus T variation of 
figure 4 implies that the temperature variation in the TEP of these polycrystalline samples 
is dominated by the in-plane thermoelectric contribution [6,29-32]. The broadening of 
the superconducting transition is of extrinsic and intrinsic origin. The first broadening 
mechanism is related to the applied temperature gradient. The intrinsic broadening arises 
owing to the inhomogeneous distributions of the temperature and temperature gradients 
within the sample, as discussed by Laurent et al [33,34]. 

The difference between the TEp Q ( T .  H) measured with and the TEP Q ( T ,  H = 0)  
measured without an applied magnetic field is 

AQ(T,  H )  = Q(T.  H )  - Q(T,  H = 0). (3) 

This difference spreads in a broad interval between approximately 75 and 120 K and is 
almost independent of the field strength, as shown in figure 9. The magnitude of A Q  
increases monotonically with increasing applied magnetic field whereas the position of its 
maximum remains unchanged. 

The high-temperature part of A Q  versus T is related to the penetration of the external 
magnetic field into the type I1 superconductor. The decay of A Q  below 100 K may be 
caused by the decay of quasi-particles at low temperatures. Integration of the area under 
the A Q  versus T curve (figure 9) leads to the area B ( H )  and to the relation 

B ( H )  = cH* (4) 

where d is equal to 1.34, which is very close to 4. 
There is probably a link between the H,z(T) exponent and the d = a exponent for the 

integrated A Q  versus H ,  i.e. B ( H ) .  The link is not immediate, however. Very roughly 
speaking, A Q  versus T has the shape of a triangle. Thus, it is clear that the area is the 
product of approximately the height times the width. Since the width is constant (see 
figure 9) the area is controlled by the height of the signal which behaves like H4l3. The 
integrated area has the dimension of a voltage, which is approximately the square root of 
HY', and hence, 3 = 2($) as for the 3D XY model. 

It is worth menboning that no trace of thermoelectric hysteresis was observed in fully 
reversible cooling and heating runs of measurements performed in fields between 1 and 
4 T. This observation is consistent with that made in both Y 1:23 and Pb-doped Bi 2 2 2 3  
superconductors, where no hysteresis is observed for fields less than 0.4 T [ l ,  151, and for 
strong magnetic fields up to 4 T [32,35-371. 
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5.3. N e m t  effect 

The recorded Nemst signal in the normal state (figure 6) is very similar to the Nernst effect in 
the TI 2 2 1 2  superconductors reported by Clayhold eta1 [38]. The proportionality between 
NE and the temperature is due to the normal electron scattering by phonons which could 
be derived by the anisotropic Mott formula or along the lines of the variational method. 

The tail of the Nemst voltage observed above Tc can be ascribed to the fluctuation 
phenomena just like the TEP [39]. In contrast with the TEP, and this is new, there is certainly 
some hysteresis in the Nernst effect at high magnetic fields. Let us recall that the Nernst 
effect was recorded in the so-called transverse configuration, i.e. when the Nernst voltage 
is perpendicular to the direction of the temperature gradient and the magnetic field. The 
magnitude of the Nemst voltage recorded during the heating run was 10-15% higher than for 
the cooling runs (figure 7). This observation was made without any changes in the sample 
position or electrical contacts. The possibility that this effect may be due to the thermal flow 
of the electronic equipment was excluded by simultaneous measurement of the longitudinal 
TEP which exhibits no hysteresis. A time delay between measurements performed during 
cooling and heating runs extends from 5 to 10 h. Thus hysteretic behaviour is probably 
related to the slow relaxation of vortices, which in the mixed state may be trapped inside 
the grains or at the grain boundaries. 

The area below the Nernst signal versus temperature curve is roughly proportional to 
the magnetic field and may be approximated by the relations 

A N c F t  ew,log - - 5.22(H - 1.46) 

A E Z  = 4.52(H - 0.91). 

Generally the TEP (and resistivity R(T) or thermal conductivity k ( T ) )  hysteresis in 
mscs can be found for small magnetic fields below or about 0.34.6 T. This has indeed 
been discussed in [15]. This hysteresis is due to the percolative nature of the field-pinning 
history when sweeping back and forth in temperature. Hysteresis is not found in these three 
transport properties at higher fields. Since the measurements reported here are for high 
fields (above 1 T) we do not report any hysteresis for the three transport coefficients. 

The situation is in our opinion different for the Nernst effect. We need a high field 
in Nernst effect measurements to have large signals, i.e. a high voltage, i.e. many vortices 
hitting the electrodes. The large quantity of vortices means that we have two types of 
vortex: free vortices and also pinned vortices. Both are responsible for the hysteretic 
behaviour since, when cooling or heating the system, they do not respond in the same way, 
because they do not appear (on cooling) or disappear (on heating) at the same places (on or 
from the same pinning sites). Only the free vortices give the signal. It is important to stress 
that there are not the same number under cooling as under heating conditions. An analogy 
with Bloch wall motion is immediate. The vortex kinetics may be additionally sophisticated 
by their one- or two-dimensional character depending on the orientation of a magnetic field 
perpendicular or parallel to the a-b-planes, as discussed for the Nemst effect in textured 
Dy 1 2 3  superconductors [40]. 

One could argue that the same should be true (pinned and free vortices) for the TEP 
in a magnetic field. However, the motion of vortices is quite different, since the thermal 
Lorentz force moves the free vortices perpendicular to the thermal gradient. The numbers 
of longitudinal and perpendicular vortices are quite different. This is seen in the absolute 
value of the TEP and Nernst signal, the former being much larger. Therefore, the observation 
of a hysteresis can be thought to depend on the order of magnitude of the signal. Probably 
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in a field there is always some hysteresis (the hystereses in R(T) and TEP(T) are never 
completely equal to zero) but their ObSeNatiOn depends on the sensitivity of the signal and 
conditions of observation. 

6. Discussion of derived quantities 

6.1. Effective-mass anisotropy 

As is well known and discussed for a similar quantity, i.e. Q(T,  H) in [15], the Gaussian 
fluctuations of any observable quantity that is conjugated to the order parameter @ can be 
represented in terms of the statistical average (c?@~) of the square of the fluctuation amplitude 
with &@ = @ - @o, where @o is the mean value of the order parameter defined as the stable 
solution of the equation a F / a @  = 0. In the mixed state of a type II superconductor, 
the freeenergy density functional F in the external magnetic field H can be written in 
terms of @z, which is the spaceaveraged order parameter, and the Landau coefficients 
a ( T )  and b(T), where a ( T )  = ao(T - TJ, no = 1.83h2/2m*sZT,, in which m' is the 
effective mass and s is the interlayer distance. The second coefficient is b = aoTc/2n,, in 
which ns is the density of the superconducting carriers at T = 0. The subscript s refers 
to the superconducting component The magnetization M of the Abrikosov vortex lattice 
is related to the space averaged order parameter by M = ( B  - H)/4n  = - p ~ @ ~ ,  where 
p~ = eh/2m, is the Bohr magneton. The fluctuations of the Nernst coefficient below T, can 
be written as C(H)(S@').  Here the excess free energy is AF = F - Fo(F0 = F(@o)) ,  and 
the coefficient C ( H )  is as described below. Expanding the free-energy functional F around 
the mean value of the order parameter $0. we can calculate the Gaussian integrals explicitly 
and obtain a fluctuation contribution to the Nernst effect A&(T, H). To determine the form 
of the coefficient C ( H ) ,  we assume that at T = Tc we have A&(T,, H) = ANeXp(Tc, H), 
where ANex& H) is the experimental value of the Nernst hysteresis area at Tc. The 
fluctuation contribution to the Nernst hysteresis area A n ( H )  finally reads 

in agreement with the fitting equation (5). In order to obtain the above relation we 
have used the fact that 1 < ao(Tz - T c ) / p ~ H : .  Here c = ( E  - T)DNq(T, H ) / ~ B ,  
d = 2pBD&p(Tc. H ) / Q  and H* = c/d = Q(TZ - Tc). The parameter Q allows us to 
estimate the a-b-plane effective mass m:-b of the superconducting carriers in layered Bi 

where g = (m;m:-a)''2 is the so-called anisotropy parameter, can be expressed via Q as 
m' = 1.83h2/2aosZT,. Using the above value of ao, and taking into account that, in Bi 
2:2:23 s = 1.2 nm and g = 55, we get m:-6 Y Sm, in good agreement with the reported 
data for this parameter. One should note that the difference between the Nemst effect during 
cooling and heating runs is the same for each magnetic field strength. This is typical of a 
marked fluctuation contribution [15,39]. 

2 2 2 3 .  Indeed, according to this definition, the effective mass m* = (m:-6mz)'/z = " - b *  

6.2. Transporr entmpy 

The Nemst coefficient can be seen as a transport coefficient rather than only a static 
thermodynamic property such as a vortex entropy [14]. The measured Nernst voltage 
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enables us to calculate the transport entropy in the mixed state of the superconductors 
defined as 

where @O is the flux quantum. This entropy is due to the heat transported by the normal 
excitations present in vortex cores embedded in the superconducting surround. The transport 
entropy S4(T) appears below 120 K and grows in both height and width when the magnetic 
field increases (figure IO). The S+(T) maximum shifts gradually from 103 towards 92 K 
when the field sweeps from 2 to 4 T. Absolute values of S+ reach J K-' m-l, 
coinciding well with those reported for other Bi-based mscs 116,411. They are comparable 
with values of up to 1.8 and 0.4 x which have been reported for the textured Bi 
2223 superconductors along the a and c axes, respectively [36]. It is interesting that 
the high- and low-temperature parts of the S+ curves are approximately symmetrical. This 
behaviour stands in marked contrast with the very abrupt rise in S,. at 103 K observed in 
textured Bi 2 2 2 3  when a magnetic field is directed along the a axis [36]. Taking into 
account that, for a magnetic field oriented along the c axis of textured Bi 2:223. values of 
She vanish at temDeratures as low as 40 K, one should recognize the significant role of the 
I- 

S+, contribution in polycrystalline superconductors. 
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Figure 10. Transport entropy as a function of tempemlure for the polycrystalline Bi 2 2 2 3  
superconductor at various magnetic fields 

For polycrystalline Bil.,76Pbo,24Sr2CazCu~O~ and T12Ba2CaZCu306 superconductors, 
values of 6 x J K-' m-' and 0.2 to 1 x J K-' m-', respectively, were 
found. For structurally similar single crystals of Bi 2:21:2 a value of J K-' m-I 
was reported by Zavaritsky er al [41]. The area below the S+ versus temperature curve 
increases approximately linearly with increasing magnetic field strength (figure 11). 
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6.3. Ginzbnrg-Landau parameter 

In the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory the transport entropy is proportional to the 
spatially averaged magnetization [42,43] 

where 0 0  is the flux quantum, Hc2(T) is the upper magnetic critical field and LD(T)  N 1 
in vicinity of Tc. The Ginzburg-Landau parameter k o ~  which relates the penetration depth 
h to the coherence length 6 by 

k o ~  = (9) 

may be expressed after differentiation of equation (8) as 

In the vicinity of the superconducting transition temperature the upper critical field 
Hc2(T) varies proportionally to 1 - T/T, as coniirmed in figure 12. Thus dHd/dT is 
equal to 0.81 ?c 0.05 T K-', which is not very different from the values of 1.36 T K-' 
and 0.9 T K-' found for textured Bi 2 2 2 3  superconductors for a magnetic field along the 
a and c axes. respectively [36]. The calculated value of dHc2/dT coincides with about 
1 T K-' reported for polycrystalline Bi 2 2 2 3  superconductors [I61 and with 7 T K-' and 
0.34 T K-' for the H 11 a and H 11 c orientations, respectively, in the Bi 2 2 2 3  single 
crystals [U]. The Ha- and kGL-vdues obtained for ceramic superconductors correspond 
more closely to the magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the CuOz planes. 
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Figure 13. Values of 90° thermal Hall angle versus 
temperature for various magnetic field strengths. 
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Figure 14. Auivation energy Un determined from 
electrical resistivity. activation energy U p  determined 
*om w a n d  activation energy UN determined from the 
Nemst effect 

Extrapolating the data of figure 12 we obtain the zero-magnetic-field superconducting 
transition temperature T , ( H  = 0) equal to 118.46 K. Then calculating values of dS+/dT 
from the interval just below T, where S+ varies proportionally to the temperature (figure 10) 
we obtain from equation (8) a reasonable value of 85 f 10 for the Ginzburg-Landau 
parameter, which is reasonable. 

The next step is to estimate the coherence length e .  The penetration depth A,,-* of Bi 
2 2 2 3  superconductors lying between 200 and 500 nm [4548] gives reasonable values of 
&,-b between 2.4 and 6 n a  These values are smaller than the values of 8-20 nm found 
for textured Bi 222:3 but are comparable with the reported values of 3-3.5 nm 1461 and 
4 nm 1441 for singlecrystal Bi 2 2 2 3 .  Assuming Ac to be between 10 and 50 nm for Bi 
2 2 2 3  [46] we obtain a short coherence length tC Y 0.12-0.6 nm. Other reported values 
of ec are spread between 0.1 and 0.5 MI [46]. 

6.4. T h e m 1  Hall angle 

The thermal Hall angle ab between the thermal gradient and vortex velocity arises in 
type II superconductors owing to the simultaneous action of the Lorentz and Magnus forces 
[14,16,36]. The temperature variation in ab was calculated from the thermomagnetic data 
according to 

(Y* = t an- ' (NB/Q) .  (11) 

The 90" - ab versus T curves (figure 13) start to deviate from 90" below 115 K almost 
independent of the magnetic field strength and decay at an increasing rate as the temperature 
decreases. The temperature at which the curves approach zero shifts from 97 to 87 K 
when the magnetic field changes from 2 to 4 T. The observed dependence is somewhat 
different from that reported for polycrystalline Bi,.,sPbo.24SrzCa2Cu~O,o superconductors 
by Dascalidou er al [ 161. It is remarkable that the magnitude of a* is larger by three orders 
than the Hall angle determined from Hall resistivity measurements [2]. 
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6.5. Activation energy 

The activation energy has been calculated assuming the thermal activation mechanism of 
the.flux creep described by the Arrhenius relation U321 

G = Goexp(-UG/kBT) (12) 

where G and Go are the resistivity R, the mP power Q or the Nemst coefficient N .  
The calculated activation energies decrease with increasing magnetic field as expected 

(figure 14). The most ‘regular’ behaviour is exhibited by the activation energy U p  derived 
from the TEP, which varies as between 188 and 91 meV. when the magnetic field 
rises from zero to 4 T (figure 14). For the activation energy UR determined from electrical 
resistivity, a very abrupt drop (about one order of magnitude) in a weak magnetic field 
between zero and 1 T is followed by a slow decrease at higher magnetic fields. The 
activation energies UN calculated from the Nernst effect spread roughly between those of 
UR and Up. However, they decay very rapidly with increasing magnetic field. 

The activation energies determined from these transport measurements are somewhat 
higher than values between 30 and 100 meV reported for the Bi-based superconductors when 
their energies are determined from magnetization measurements I491 at temperatures as low 
as 10 and 40 K. This is in agreement with the general tendency of the activation energy 
of HTSCs to increase with rising temperature [50] since at high temperatures a coupling 
between adjacent pancake vortices becomes stronger. Thus, the correlation length along the 
field direction increases, leading to higher pinning potentials. 

The observed magnetic field dependence of the activation energy corresponds to the 
general pattem of abrupt decrease in weak magnetic fields and slow monotonic decrease at 
a rate of roughly about 1 T K-’ in strong fields [50]. 

One should note that the values of the activation energy are average values over a 
distribution of activation energies in the sample and are related to more specific pinning 
centres. Since the transport parameters studied do not distinguish between the dissipation 
inside the superconducting grains and in the HTSC-impUrity or defect-wrsc junctions, the 
absolute values of activation energy determined here for the polycrystalline material may 
be considered only as a first approximation. Thus, they cannot be directly compared with 
the single-crystal data. 

It should be noted that UR and U p  are determined for the longitudinal orientation 
whereas UN is determined for the transverse orientation. Moreover, values of U p  and UN 
are not affected by the current density as occurs when the activation energy is determined 
from current measurements. 

7. Couclusious 

The transport properties of Pb-doped Bi 2223  superconducting ceramics have been 
measured in the presence and the absence of a magnetic field (below 4 T). We have attempted 
to make precise measurements in order to extract meaningful intrinsic properties and physical 
parameters, even though the system is polycrystalline. However, the samples are quasi-pure 
Bi 2 2 : 2 3  phase. Hence they can serve as a useful comparison with single-crystal data. 
Electrical but more importantly thermoelectrical properties have been examined. The effects 
of a rather large magnetic field are newly described. The origin of the measured electrical 
resistivity and TEP could not be unambiguously linked to the vortex state alone, since in 
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the polycrystalline superconductors the Josephson coupling effects at grain boundaries may 
also play the role. 

In fact, it was previously apparently almost impossible to extract the Nernst effect on 
polycrystalline samples. Thus we have emphasized the thermoelectric and Nernst effects 
in this work. The interesting features are anomalous effects, such as the hysteresis in 
the Nernst effect observed in high magnetic fields, and the disappearance of the latter for 
the longitudinal EP. This has to be contmted to results on textured Pb-free Bi 2:21:2 
superconductors [ 151. 

One should note that we have mainly discussed the 'excess behaviour' between the field- 
on and field-off cases. We have shown the temperature-integrated area under the curves 
to obey a power-law relation in terms of the field. The exponents, even though crude, 
are indicative of probable ('more rounded') theoretical values, still to be explained. The 
transport entropy, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter, the thermal Hall angle and the activation 
energy, have been compared with previous work on related systems. Note the (unexplained) 
order-of-magnitude difference between the TEP activation energy and that characterizing the 
resistivity and Nemst effect, the latter being a new indication. 
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